Case study
Lancing College
window cleaning
contract

Lancing College is an independent boarding and day school for boys
and girls aged 13-18, originally founded in 1848.
The college possesses some of the most striking buildings of any school
in the country. The school buildings and boarding houses are positioned
around two main quadrangles and the landmark chapel building.
The college is divided up into nine houses, each house resident to between
30 and 80 pupils. As well as the historic halls and teaching rooms, new facilities
include an art school with large studios, a contemporary sports centre with a
sports hall, a swimming pool, fitness suite and dance studio/fencing salle.
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We have been carrying out
window cleaning to the exterior of
the college buildings for 5 years.

Although we are not responsible for cleaning the historic chapel windows,
many of the windows across the campus are stained glass and/or leaded.
The majority are set within stone mullions, some of which are very elaborate
and positioned within dormers.

We selected a team who have experience in cleaning windows in historic
buildings – specifically leaded windows with stone surrounds. This team
have worked at high profile venues such as Earls Court and the Shakespeare
Centre, Stratford.

There are a range of different internal spaces, from large modern teaching
rooms to smaller residential areas, across a large campus – with some areas
difficult to access with a vehicle. Our team need to be vigilant of water ingress
or any issues around damage to the internal finishes, as well as being aware
of visitors and staff, respecting the environment and ethos of the school.

Our supervisor arranged to survey the job with Lancing College’s site services
manager, prior to operatives arriving on site. At this point, we agreed the most
time effective sequence in which to carry out the work. This was transcribed
onto a campus plan and handed to the team supervisor prior to project start.

It is important to the college that
the window cleaning is completed
within the allocated times, with
minimal disruption, respecting the
historic fabric of the building.
In 2014, we were asked to tender
for the interior window cleaning.
Duration: 4 days
Bi-annually

This is a high profile and historic site.

A 7am briefing.

Some of the more inaccessible windows have not been cleaned for some
time and there was a considerable build up of dirt.
We have proposed scaffolding towers/cherry pickers to reach the
inaccessible windows that cannot be reached with a pole, but currently this is
not a cost effective option for the client.
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Our management team were on hand
All team members are CRB checked.

We used the pole window cleaning technique, incorporating the latest
technology in pure water window cleaning. Benefits include:
• Window cleaning up to a height of 20.5 metres.
• No dried ‘spots’ left behind on the glass.
• Reduced health and safety risks.
• Cleans windows, UPVC, facades, glass roofs, panelling and cladding.
• Reaches previously inaccessible windows with ease.
• Environmentally friendly, as no chemicals are ever used.
• Saves money.
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We carry out a thorough induction prior to
starting on site and all operatives are made
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osmosis membranes to ensure nothing
impacts on the final quality of the clean.

Some areas were not as accessible as
others and we needed to plan the work
so that we could work as efficiently as
possible.
The Lancing College contract requires 6
refills of our 100 litre pure water tanks to
complete the windows inside and out.
Our team gets through 5 chammies and
10 buffer cloths per day during this contract.

Astound offers a range of cleaning and facilities services for all types
of organisations and businesses.
Our friendly, qualified operations team, alongside a state-of-the-art
management system means we can always find the right team for the
job and guarantee high quality services at competitive rates.

The Astound way
•     Astound pre-selects only the best specialists for the jobs we undertake.
This is what our reputation is built upon.
•     Astound specialists are local tradespeople who are proven experts within
their fields.
•     Astound secures discounted rates and regularly benchmarks price and
quality from our preferred suppliers so that clients pay the rate for the job,
while enjoying the security of a professionally managed, excellent quality
solution that will be delivered on time and within budget.
•     As small companies, our specialist suppliers secure their work pipeline
and control their workflow without the need to invest in a management
infrastructure.
•     Astound ensures there is one point of contact/accountability for our
clients.
•     Astound invests in our supply chain through training and upskilling –
supporting people so we can deliver the highest standards of quality,
codes of conduct and health and safety, even within the smallest of teams.
• Astound is a family – all working together, sharing best practice and
continually improving.
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